
ROLLER™

A New Way for Drivers to Connect On-the-Go

Improve Driver Experience 
with a Real-Time Mobile Solution
Motorcity Systems has added a new driver-focused mobile application to 
their platform of products.  ROLLER™ is a purpose-built and easy-to-use 
mobile application that improves driver engagement with feauture-rich 
messaging, quick and easy document scanning, and upgraded workflows. 

Improve your operations with a robust application featuring messaging, 
document scanning, message and document routing capabilities, and 
more. Powered by the TORQUE Integration Network, ROLLER is a flexible, 
modular approach ready to meet the needs of your drivers and fleet.

Improve the driver experience by providing an intuitive mobile app that helps 
drivers get their work done with greater speed and efficiency with the information 
they need.

Tailor the app to suit your fleet’s unique requirements with ROLLER’s adaptable 
and modular design to drive your ROI. 

Accelerate cash flow by getting proof-of-delivery receipts and other trip 
documents to the office for instant review. If any documents need to be 
rescanned, drivers can receive feedback from the office while they have  
the paper documents in hand.

Automate workflows by updating and syncing scans and documents to a  
TMS immediately through Motorcity Systems’ TORQUE Integration Network.

Realize immediate ROI with minimal time needed to deploy and train drivers. 
ROLLER is compatible with both iOS and Android devices.

Receive industry-leading support from Motorcity Systems’ courteous, 
knowledgeable, and reliable staff.

Contact us today to learn more about Motorcity Systems and ROLLER.™
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Upgrade Your Transportation Technology
ROLLER joins a suite of integrated, cloud-based products from Motorcity Systems that 
deliver a rapid ROI and improved user experience. Combine ROLLER with Motorcity’s 
RELAY™ cloud-based messaging platform and give your drivers an easy-to-use and 
robust driver-to-back-office communications platform.

Motorcity’s software solutions and integration services enable customers to modernize and 
scale their operations by updating existing systems with better visibility, driver-to-back-office 
communications (to dispatch and other back-office), and a unified workflow experience. 
ROLLER integrates with most major telematics and TMS systems through Motorcity’s 
TORQUE integration network.

Reach out to learn more about how our solutions fuel profitable growth by simplifying 
workflows and improving decision-making.



ROLLER™

Integrated Workflow Native to the Motorcity Platform

Customize and automate your 
workflows using ROLLER
With Motorcity Systems ROLLER app, businesses customize 
workflows for efficiency. This user-friendly tool streamlines the 
workflow, enhances the driver experience, and automates tasks.

Maximize efficiency and streamline operations with a customized 
workflow tailored to your business needs, ensuring continuous driver 
movement even in low-signal areas and maximizing ROI. Our intuitive 
driver experience, combined with transparent trip requirements and 
workflow preview options, is complemented by the home screen, 
offering easy access to current tasks and ensuring seamless operations.

Upgrade Your Transportation Technology
ROLLER joins a suite of integrated, cloud-based products from Motorcity Systems that 
deliver a rapid ROI and improved user experience. Combine ROLLER with Motorcity’s 
RELAY™ cloud-based messaging platform and give your drivers an easy-to-use and 
robust driver-to-back-office communications platform.

Motorcity’s software solutions and integration services enable customers to modernize and 
scale their operations by updating existing systems with better visibility, driver-to-back-office 
communications (to dispatch and other back-office), and a unified workflow experience. 
ROLLER integrates with most major telematics and TMS systems through Motorcity’s 
TORQUE integration network.

Reach out to learn more about how our solutions fuel profitable growth by simplifying 
workflows and improving decision-making.

Customize ROLLER configuration and workflows to meet your needs based 
on the attributes and business processes that you define.

Elevate document routing efficiency and compliance by seamlessly integrating 
the high-performance document scanning feature into your workflow, 
simplifying the driver experience.

Unleash the full potential of your fleet management by combining ROLLER 
with RELAY, creating the industry’s most potent communication platform.

Save time and money by effortlessly designing and customizing forms using 
ROLLER’s intuitive form designer – a simple yet powerful tool. ROLLER 
simplifies the process of adding conditional fields within the form designer, 
eliminating the need for complex and time consuming code.

Seamlessly integrate navigation services including your preferred third-party 
providers, with ROLLER’s comprehensive support. Truck-safe turn by turn 
navigation navigation is supported.

Contact us today to learn more about Motorcity Systems and ROLLER.™
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